5 ways to learn to Express their thoughts
It is a very important thing in our lives. Ask them to send the fare, ask the time to explain the situation to your questions, to explain the tasks to
subordinates – all this requires from us a certain level of communication. Of course, everyone speaks as he likes, but for those who found in his
speech flaws, we post some good tips by which you can improve your communication skill.

Diversify reading
To learn to speak nice and clear, you need more to read, and the more the material will vary – the better. For example, if you read 10 books each
of which will be assigned to different genre, it will be better for your speech than read 200 books in the same genre. Article in your favorite
magazine, book, reviews, reviews and blogs – reading all this, you will subconsciously remember the most common phrase templates that will help
you in further communication.

More comparisons!
During your story or answer use different metaphors and comparisons – this will allow you to learn how to place words in sentences, in addition,
will increase the speed of thinking and intelligence. Just do not overdo it! Comparisons must be appropriate. To tell his beloved that her meatballs
turned out delicious, and this tender, the crust crispy on the tongue like snow on a winter evening under the feet may not be very&#8230;
adequately.

Keep it up
To hold the attention of the audience, well-known speakers have long to work on my speech. One of the main things they learn is to keep the right
pace. Remember: monotony makes you want to yawn, you simply lose the attention of the interlocutor, speaking on a single note. Hold the pause
where appropriate, ask questions to people you interacted. Let the voice of some emotion, just again, don't overdo it: enthusiastic yelps leave for a
concert of your favorite band.

Eliminate from your speech word-parasites
To speak clearly, politely and clearly, you just need to abandon such words like: "damn, man, what are you, in General, by the way," and so forth.
They spoil our speech, create unnecessary and sometimes a feeling of haste, familiarity, and even sound is not very aesthetically pleasing.

Carol utensils
Another good way to learn how to use the literature expressions. Take the first household object, such as a frying pan or saucepan. And then for
some time describe it themselves. Not necessarily a compliment, you can say whatever you want, the main thing to use only "pure" literary speech.
No "um", "Ah" essay help, "um", and the like. At first it may be difficult to use this method, but gradually you will notice how your vocabulary
increases, and sing grateful pot is becoming easier.

